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OPENING ADRESS AT THE NATIONAL CONGRESS OF NUM 
BY NUM PRESIDENT SENZENI ZOKWANA  

EVENT: 14TH NATIONAL CONGRESS 
DATE: 23RD MAY 2012 

VENUE: EMPEROR `S PALACE- JOHANNESBURG 

 

COMRADES AND DELEGATES, 

Our gathering here today is very important because it is a precursor to important events in 
the political calendar of South Africa. The ANC will hold its Policy Conference in June .The 
South African Communist Party will hold its Conference in July and the Congress of South 
African Trade Unions will do the same in September while the ANC will reconvene through 
an Elective Conference in December all in 2012. 

What we say here and do directly or indirectly will have a bearing on all these forthcoming 
processes given are historical links with the organizations I have mentioned .So we better 
prepare for all .In the end what will happen in December will definitely be a cumulative 
outcome of all the events I have mentioned .This period must be used effectively, efficiently 
and with maximum participation and discipline for us to be productive than ever before. 

We must do all guided by the reality that as we push and intensify a class struggle the 
working class must constantly build networks and not isolate itself from the struggles of 
the broader society in an adventurist manner our of desperation . 

Part of our struggle is that the National Democratic Revolution carries a national content 
which is important in our quest for democratization of society and as part of a build up 
towards elimination of exploitation .A number of issues are important to tackle as we chart 
an offensive and I hereby speak about them as follows :  

The Deep State Phenomenon  

A deep state phenomenon is threatening to engulf South Africa .A number of groups 
competing against each other clandestinely operates for a narrow group agenda not 
necessarily consistent with our collective good. This deep state phenomenon has begun to 
manifest itself by being anti-worker and presenting itself as ultra-nationalist. 

In the clandestine maneuver and manipulation of the state apparatus the intelligence 
community and services are being divided along the differing narrow group agendas linked 
with business and politicians. The judiciary may not be immune in the development of a 
total group network constituting the deep state .That is why NUM must support the call for 
declaration of interest by the judicial officers. 

That`s why NUM should state that the declaration of interest by those in parliament is not 
enough. They must not be involved in private business while in the service of the public 
through the state because this creates an environment of corruption possible .But also the 
potential of a deep state phenomenon engulfing the South African society. 

Understanding this phenomenon we are very worried as workers when we witness alleged 
battles between the security agencies including the allegation that some of them are 
playing dirty games influenced by internal party political factional battles. 
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Linked to these activities is the potential of abuse of state funds for narrow political gain. 
These are all symptoms that could entrench a deep state phenomenon and should be 
curtailed by the working class through their structures.  

These developments have nothing to do with the elimination of exploitation and service 
delivery .But it is about a coalition of self interest seeking to plunder public resources so 
that unemployment, inequality, and poverty remain insurmountable. 

A typical potentiality of the deep state scenario in South Africa is unfolding in the   North 
West Province, Rustenburg. We are well aware that conditions that encourage conflict 
between members of NUM and AMCWU are being nurtured by lack of police proactive 
action. Where arrests are made the management of Impala bails the suspects which is very 
strange and confirms collusion.  

These suspects are bailed because AMCWU works closer with management .So there is a 
clear tripartite collusion between law enforcers, business, and criminals under the banner 
of AMCWU. In consequence of this collusion NUM members get killed day light, forced to 
choose between resignations from NUM or death. 

This tripartite collusion seeks to liquidate NUM given its political influence in that Province. 
The department of minerals should consider revocation of mining license of this company. 
The Department of Labour should investigate the forced resignations of our members in 
Impala mining area.  

Congress must consider these developments and resolve for an active programme of action 
to confront these developments .We will have to call for the removal of the MEC for 
Community Safety including senior police personnel as part of our campaign to defend our 
members and organizational integrity. 

Revolutionary Morality and Individual interest  

Our society is faced by the serious challenge of corruption .If corruption is not effectively 
confronted it could become an official morality. In this way defeating the historic mission 
of the tripartite alliance and the mass democratic movement .The mission to entrench the 
National Democratic Revolution to its eventuality. It is the responsibility of the organs of 
people `s power to profile the imperative of the consciousness of revolution in fighting the 
scourge of corruption.  

The consciousness of the revolution comrades means there must renewed commitment to 
fight and eliminate the spectra of individual interest .It is inconsistent with the momentum 
of solidarity .Solidarity is the currency of our revolution,NDR .The  rise of individual 
interest is a serious threat to our historic mission . 

The forthcoming events in our political calendar i.e. the ANC Policy Conference, the ANC 
Elective Conference in December, the South African Communist Party conference in July, 
and the Congress of Trade Unions Congress in September all provide the moment and 
space to unite against the rising spectra of individual interest. 

The working class has the inevitable responsibility to lead a remedial offensive faced by 
our society .This also means in all these key political events I have mentioned the working 
class must position itself not only to be led but to provide leadership or take up leadership. 
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Building a moral ideal as part of class struggle  

We must build patriotism against patronage, build and drive revolutionary morality against 
me-first- morality .Overall we raise once more the debate of deployees in government 
who also advance private business. We must ask once more, can one be a public 
representative and still run an active business directly or indirectly through relatives? Is 
this not a recipe for corruption? 

 Declaration of interests is good but not sufficient .We must build a moral ideal as part of 
transforming our society and waging a class struggle .As Emelion Corbière puts it ‘The 
moral ideal is a particular weapon for a particular situation of the class struggle or 
struggle for national liberation’. 

The birth of anti-majoritarian tendency  

We must not allow a phenomenon of a state within a state to develop in South Africa 
otherwise we will kiss democracy and freedom good bye. This applies where every 
decision of government is seemingly subjected to judicial review. These hostile minorities 
in our country given their access to resources are building a state within a state.  

Where they determine the direction, content, form of change without having the electoral 
power .This makes the judiciary and the hostile minority effectively to govern by 
subversion. This poses a serious threat to   majority rule because though undeclared the 
minority has veto powers. 

Comrades and friends, we are being governed by a minority through subversion and this 
confirms the existence of a state within a state .We must find ways from this Congress as to 
what are the best models to deal with the existence of a powerful well resourced aniti-
majoritian state existing within a democratic constitutional state.  

 Judiciary and democracy  

The Judiciary in South Africa cannot be immune from transformation and democratization. 
In the quest for transformation and democratization we know that there will be no holy 
cows .It is in this context NUM should support all initiatives that push for the judicial 
officers in South Africa to declare their interests. 

 This is important as part of building a democratic open society .It is disturbing if there is 
resistance by judges that this should not happen because it suggests that there is more to 
hide than meets the eye. 

The judges should embrace change and accept the call for the declaration of interest. 
Adjudicating processes of justice is compatible with the momentum of building 
transparency .That 200 judges active and retired are not supporting the call is neither here 
nor there . Change must be and change must happen.  

We support the transformation programme led by the Department of Justice.  Judges can 
assist in the refinement of the discussions than distance themselves which will be 
unpatriotic .The National Union of Mineworkers must debate this and resolve on the 
challenge as part of its support of total transformation of the judiciary. 
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Corporate Funding and union capture  

We are all aware that some mining companies are involved in the internal campaign trail 
on union affairs. Companies like Shiva Uranium and Impala are alleged to be typical in this 
malice. 

This is intended to devour the moral content of our members, leaders, and the union in the 
long run. If this could be found true we believe that these entities must be considered for 
pilot projects of nationalization in a scenario where workers and the state play a major role 
in their management.  

A company called Umvuzo providing medical aid services to our members is also alleged to 
be involved in our internal contestations. Hoping to capture and corrupt union leadership 
after the congress.  

It is important that in the commissions this be looked at and possibilities of proposing that 
Umvuzo be integrated into the National health Insurance be entertained .NUM must 
develop a campaign programme to be undertaken against these companies after the 
Congress. 

Comrades and delegates,  

NUM is organizationally, political and structurally healthy and solid. It is the result of the 
visionary leadership you have put in place at national level. As we convene this 14th 
National Congress of the NUM, our organizational strength is being tested internally and 
externally.  

The late President and Mozambican President Samora Machel once said   “The other face is 
that of the indirect and secondary enemy, who presents himself under the cover of a 
nationalist and even as a revolutionary thus making it difficult to identify him... THE 
FIGHTER MUST DISTINGUISH FRIEND FROM FOE EVEN IF THE LATTER IS CONCEALED 
UNDER THE SAME COLOUR, LANGUAGE, FAMILY TIES OR TRIBAL MARKINGS AS THEIR 
OWN, EVEN IF HE RAISES HIS FLAG WITH US”.  

This is important because our own comrades have a disability to differentiate between an 
organization and individuals. When comrades are not happy with the personal character of 
an individual leader they make that an organizational issue .To make it difficult for the 
individual to run an organization with due support and dignity. This has contaminated 
leadership contestation in all levels of NUM.  

In the quest to win leadership, lies have been paddled on all available platforms to cast 
aspersions on individuals so as to visit organizational hostility and anger towards them. 
Amicar Cabral’s said “Tell no lies and claim no easy victories”.  

In the process the quality of the characters we seek to install in positions does not matter 
as long as we remove imagined enemies. It is important to consider removing or deploying 
comrades based on their performance and not on the dictates of our emotions. Emotions 
are like weather and cannot be tools of measurement of quality and performance. 

Physical Attacks on our leaders  

The telling of lies comrades led to the killing of the late comrade Selby Mayise by our 
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members in recent years .We buried him yet we have not changed .In this term of office 
Comrade Deputy President of NUM Piet Matosa was almost killed when he suffered serious 
attacks in Rustenburg by our own members. 

We are lucky that he is alive given the degree of attack on him .He suffered disability yet the 
National Union of Mineworkers is now thankless and after the debilitating attack on him 
his position is being contested .What a thankless movement we have become ,Barayi must 
be turning in his grave .We are not only thankless but uncaring also . 

Democracy must be there in our structures but it must have a caring human face .Comrade 
Matosa almost died undertaking organizational responsibilities .NUM must not become a 
pig that devours its own children . I believe we have not degenerated to that level. 

Politics of tribalism a show of desperation  

In this 30 year history we have faced a lot of challenges and in most instances we’ve come 
out victorious.  We defeated politics of tribalism long ago and I am aware that tribalism is 
being resuscitated by desperate elements hungry for power and the thrown.  

When you campaign on a ticket of tribal mandate we know that you have already 
discounted your self because you are reversing our gains by returning us to things we have 
managed successfully and defeated. When you carry an ethnic mandate we know that you 
are going to divide us once given a chance to lead.  

Comrades ,Energy, construction, and mining workers belong to one union .There are 
people using the sectoral differentials as points to sow divisions amongst us .So that when 
we are divided they stand a chance of leadership .How do you expect to lead a people 
divided and you are responsible for their divisions? It simply does not make any sense. 

We must unite our members on class consciousness and not tribal consciousness. Class 
consciousness gives us hope to change our conditions while tribal consciousness raises 
prospects of our own destruction and collective defeat by employers .It is simply counter-
revolutionary  

The role of the trade union 

Comrades by definition, a “trade union is an organization of workers that have banded 
together to achieve common goals such as higher pay, increasing the number employees an 
employer hires, and better working conditions.  

Through its leadership, bargains with the employer on behalf of union members and 
negotiates labour contracts (collective bargaining) with employers. The most common, but 
by no means only, purpose of these organizations is “improving the conditions of their 
employment". This is the total embodiment of the responsibility of a trade union. 

With this in mind, no member or leader of NUM must forget the primary task of our union 
as being recruiting, uniting, improving conditions of service, developing class 
consciousness and defending our members and the working class at the workplace. 

 Once grounded on this understanding there will be no room for our enemy to find fertile 
grounds to recruit and mobilize our own members like what we have seen in Rustenburg, 
North East and Highveld. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Working_conditions
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Labour_and_employment_law
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Collective_bargaining
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Employment
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The situation in Rustenburg poses a serious threat to NUM.NUM after this congress should 
mobilize its members to remain active and vigilant. Be ready to defend the union against 
anyone intended to subordinate this organization into private property or liquidation. 

We must stand guard to protect the union from union leaders who are also business men 
and woman .Who hope to use the union to advance business ambitions. We must 
remember the importance of closing ranks motivated by Marx when he said “Workers of 
the world unite; you have nothing to lose except your chains!  

We have adopted NUM values on quality service and all elected leaders have signed a 
declaration of commitment, staff members have performance contracts, what more are 
comrades requiring to be assisted with in order to remain in service for the membership of 
the union?  

We have further explained the NUM values in explicit format and comrades must debate 
this in line with a document entitled “LEADERSHIP CODE OF CONDUCT AND GUIDELINES 
ON ELECTIONS AND SHOPSTEWARD COUNCILS”. 

The Land Question  

Comrades and friends ,we should revisit the land question .The anti-colonial struggle 
waged by liberation movements in many parts of the world was premised mainly on the 
return of the land to its rightful owners .The struggle for independence was a struggle for 
the right to reclaim ownership of our land . It was not simply to replace white people in 
parliament or de-racialization of the economic landscape to build a few black elite. 

The land is prime and we have agreed that the willing seller willing buyer principle was 
impractical in the South African scenario given the legacy of colonialism and apartheid. Just 
like the minerals owned by the state  on behalf of the people of South Africa under the 
Mining Petroleum Resources Development Act we should consider a formula of this nature 
in dealing with the land question .  

The state cannot own the minerals which are in the land without owning that land. The 
state must be the custodian of collective ownership of both the land and its mineral 
resources in our march to the second transition of economic freedom. The 1913 Land Act is 
not sufficient in processing land restitution because the African people were forcefully 
removed from their land even before 1913. 

Any process of social justice must encompass the claims before 1913.To have made 1913 
Land Act as a cut off date has effectively meant that the quest for social justice is being 
negatively limited and is not consistent with the collective quest for social justice and 
reconciliation . 

A society that aspires for the construction of a developmental state must be ready to make 
tough decisions and that should be the function of this government .When the state owns 
the land on behalf of the people it stands a better chance of having sufficient space to build 
houses for the poor without having to pay fortune in using such land for collective good 
such as building houses and industries.  

We call on government to expedite land re-distribution to give true meaning to justice, 
economic empowerment and reconciliation. The democratic government must reverse the 
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skewed statistics where 87% of agricultural land is still in the hands of the white people so 
many years after the democratic breakthrough. 

The nationalization debate  

The ANC National General Council in December 2010 resolved on an approach towards the 
question of nationalization which was embraced by NUM. But desperation to engage with 
organizational processes through lies has resulted in comrades claiming that NUM has no 
position on nationalization.  

It is important to be guided by truthfulness .To remind ourselves , Mao Zedong’s principle 
of, “Seeking truth through facts” is helpful to those so desperate for office .The fact is  
NUM’s decision on nationalization is based on our 2010 and 2011 Central Committee 
declaration and the NUM submission to the ANC research group on 01 August 2011. 

 The 2010 Central Committee of NUM declared that “Nationalization should have 
Ideological, Economic and Class character”. The Central Committee mandated the NEC 
to develop a detailed and researched perspective with Ideological and Socio-Economic 
Context on Nationalization as an Economic model within a South African context. NUM 
circulated the discussion paper for members to engage. 

The Central Committee adopted a draft resolution emphasizing that the “Central Committee 
supports the Freedom Charter clause on Nationalization. Central Committee supports the ANC 

2010 National General Council resolution on Nationalization...” In this regard, there cannot be 
any NUM leader who claims ignorance of the Union position on nationalization .Besides the 
nationalization issue is included on policy options and resolutions to be discussed in this 
Congress. 

Infrastructure development and beneficiation  

We appreciate government new programme on infrastructural drive especially projects 
geared towards supporting logistics within the mining industry. We believe this will create 
jobs.  NUM should raise that mining economy should cease from being geared towards 
exporting raw materials and the country importing the finished products. This is why we 
have been advocates of a minerals strategy of beneficiation. 

We have made submissions to government policy processes to this effect .South Africa 
must improve export capacity with beneficiation including the development of 
manufacturing capacity. In our draft position on mineral beneficiation, we argue that 
government must consider an extra mineral export tax for a particular volume of export on 
raw materials. 

We are happy that the ANC draft policy on SIMS has the similar suggestion. We believe that 
this will change the landscape of the mining areas such as Welkom, stilfontein, and 
Kimberly, the typical examples of mining ghost town used and neglected by mining 
companies. 

There needs to be a balance with security of coal supply to Eskom for electrification 
programme and the impact of coal price to the NERSA`s determined electricity tariffs. This 
relates to the Coal rail link towards Richard Bay Coal terminus .NUM should resolve on the 
need to build capacity though the building of a University in Northern Cape as a skills 
beneficiation hub on diamonds, manganese and iron ore beneficiation.  
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Health and safety  

The struggle for health and safety needs to up the gear to make impact in the Mining and 
Construction sectors .The struggle for health and safety is a struggle for dignity for our 
bodies not to be violated by injury or death. As Marx put it "The history of all hitherto 

existing society is the history of class struggle”. We must never accept that dying or being 
crippled at work is part of the package of construction and mining employment. 

The fatalities , injuries and the effects of mining occupational disease have a SADC region 
impact .We must rise to fight vigilant of the cumulative effect of occupational genocide with 
a racist character .  

This requires us purposefully making a strategic shift from awareness to protest. This 
Congress must devise a sustainable war plan to make this radical move possible and the 
strategic shift viable to protect our members from the commonality of occupational 
decimation. 

The employers will shift towards improving the working conditions through a fight and not 
exchanging good gestures at tripartite forums. These forums are important because in 
every struggle there are moments of cooperation. 

But cooperation cannot be a permanent feature that defines our relations when workers 
continue to die, injured, and sickly from occupational diseases. Health and safety stewards 
must be activist and militant and not corporatist .One defining character about the late first 
NUM Vice President Elijah Barayi was his confrontational posture when the time 
demanded. 

We will have to undertake serous campaigns as part of our war plan in health and safety. 
We must ensure that penalties are imposed and there are criminal prosecutions for those 
liable for workers death, injuries, and disease .Part of the Key Performance Areas for Chief 
Executive Officers in mining and construction should be improvement of health and safety.  

This will stop the anomaly that workers get killed and Chief Executive Officers get 
exorbitant bonuses as if nothing ever happened under their noses. NUM must undertake 
campaigns that involve communities to challenge mining negligence that affect 
communities and the environment .Otherwise the mining laws will remain a paper tiger 
unless we stand up. Lack of improving safety standards is part of the function of 
exploitation. 

As NUM we call for the Integration of COIDA and ODIMWA to consolidate the compensation 
regime for effective service to our members .We call for the elimination of dust hazards 
from source. We must work with the Minister of Minerals because she has an ear for the 
weak and the poor.  

Pay Hikes for CEOs of SOE 

We support the curbing of CEO pay hikes in the public sector .One of the key traits of a 
developmental state is its ability to assert its authority on state owned enterprises or its 
brutality to discipline those who do not cooperate .It is in this context we applaud and 
support Minister Malusi Gigaba in imposing a moratorium on pay hikes. 
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It is important that the strategic objectives of the SOEs are aligned with the national 
aspirations which should be marshaled by the Executive arm of government .This requires 
that the department of Public Enterprise continues with efforts to developing a 
remuneration model that will assist in the entrenchment of the alignment of the plans of 
the State Owned Entities with those of the National Strategic Plan. 

TRANSPORT AND E-TOLL 

NUM supported the anti-E toll protest coordinated by Cosatu last month. The protest was 
effective and a success. We welcome all moves and efforts by the active citizenry who made 
it possible for the project to be stopped .We also welcome the ANC  government `s decision 
to assign comrade Deputy President Kgalema Motlanthe to lead a process intended to 
resolve the e-toll debacle in finding alternative ways of  paying the  R20bn.  

The transport needs in our country must speak to the development of an integrated 
effective and efficient public transport system .This must be the priority of the 
modernization and development of transport in our country. This E-toll project was clearly 
a tenderpreneurship milking cow and it was correct to fight it and we are not apologetic in 
stopping it on its tracks. 

 The Resurgence of Racist White Monopoly Offensive  

White monopoly in order to preemptively defend its interests has resolved to embark on 
actions of provocation to create anarchy and instability .That is how we must understand 
the recent utterances by Pieter Mulder, leader of the Freedom Front Plus. He said in 
parliament that black people had no historical claim to 40% of South Africa`s arable land. 
Effectively meaning that we are settlers in our own land. 

He claims to have scientific proof pertaining to North-Western Cape and the Western Cape. 
Maybe the problem is that he finds himself in the same building of parliament and cannot 
make a distinction of the epochs. Under apartheid this is the concoction of propaganda they 
preached to young ignorant Afrikaners when agitating them to join the military.  

Honorable Mulder, the scientific proof the workers have is that people of European origin 
came to Southern Africa in 1652 and established settlement in Table Bay for purposes of 
business and servicing the Dutch East India Company with fresh produce as the ships 
passed to the Indian Ocean.  

With your pronouncements you have vulgarized African people`s hospitality and 
vulgarized their generosity when we say South Africa belongs to all who live in it  black and 
white . 

African people have in many instances been nomadic, moving from one place to the other. 
It does not mean that by virtue of their movement from or away from the areas you 
mention then the land belonged to any passer-bye.  

So your assertion is not scientific fact but it is scientific fiction. Historically intended to 
confuse young white people who were conscripted into the military against their will to 
defend a country they never owned. This confusion is what motivates the Boeremag today. 
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This distortion is well linked with the supposition that black South Africans in the Western 
Cape are refugees from the Eastern Cape advocated by Helen Zille, leader of the Democratic 
Alliance and Premier of the Western Cape. 

May I candidly remind Helen Zille that she comes from Gauteng Province originally and by 
her own logic she is also a refugee in the Western Cape and should therefore shut up. The 
Mulder-Zille-Boeremag equation are not isolated incidents .They demonstrate the wild and 
desperate resurgence of Racist White Monopoly offensive against the democratic 
government and black people. 

It is this kind of mentality that was a precursor to job reservations Act and the Group Areas 
Act of 1950s re-enacted in 1966 intended to restrict black people from staying , learning , 
and working in certain areas .These pronouncements must be condemned by all freedom 
loving South Africans , black and white .  

The DA is mobilizing and recruiting black people and Africans into its fold because it things 
it can also operates as a refugee camp which provides political accommodation to those 
who are lost to the cause of the National Democratic Revolution. By marching against 
Cosatu the DA has marched against the poor and the working class and it may live to regret 
its actions. 

Comrades and distinguished guests. 

The DA historically and presently represents the collective interest of exploitation in South 
Africa. It represents these interests in parliament today. This march confirmed the old 
African Idiom that “a leopard does not change its spots”. History has come to catch up 
with the Democratic Alliance tragic legacy of representing the interest of capital by 
undermining workers rights to speak their views. Madam Zille the scene has changed. 

The DA is a modernized vehicle of white monopoly capital we have fought throughout 
history when mineworkers protested in 1946 against exploitation, inhospitable living 
conditions and unbearable working circumstances. In the 1946 the state unleashed attacks 
on peaceful protesters, killed and injured them to protect mining capital interests. 

The march by DA marks the resurgence of the historical intolerance of alternative views by 
the apartheid government. We stand equally ready to defend the progress made since 1994 
from the racist rightwing resurgence parading as multiracial-liberalism. 

The rightwing monopoly offensive represented by the Democratic Alliance; Freedom Front 

Plus, and Boeremag poses real threat to democracy and transformation. Hullen Zille must 
resign due to the alleged fraudulent and corrupt interventions by her government in the 
tendering process in the Western Cape government and not deflect focus. 

Elimination of Fanakalo 

We repeat our call that Fanakalo should cease to be used as a lingua franca in the mining 
industry .It has outlived its essence and must now be relegated to mining history 
books.Fanakalo emerged in the mining industry as a functional language of communication 
given the diversity of the labour force and levels of illiteracy at the time in the mining 
industry. 
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For example many workers came from as far as Mozambique, Malawi, Swaziland, Lesotho, 
Botswana, Zambia, and Zimbabwe and spoke their language of origins which hampered 
intra communication. This was made worse by the fact that senior positions were held by 
Europeans who also were foreign and could not speak any of the African languages. 

In overcoming the possibility of non-intelligibility fanakalo came in handy as a pidgin used 
to overcome linguistic challenges at production points in mining. We believe its continued 
usage undermines efforts to improve literacy and numeracy levels of workers. 

THE ALLIANCE  

NUM must continue to support COSATU and the SACP so that they remain firm and key 
organs of working class power .It is by virtue of their presence that the workers in our 
country still enjoy worker rights despite calls by the black empowerment elite and racist 
rightwing monopoly capital calling for review of labour laws.  So that workers can be 
vulnerable to exploit, dismissible, and simple to casualise. 

We will continue to support the current leadership of the ANC until their term of office. 
When we elected them we were not under the barrel of a gun .Those hungry for power 
must be patient and respect organizational processes. Stop the dirty tricks which temper 
with the people`s conscience because when they respond you made not live to see your 
ambition materialize and your dreams realized. 

 

AMANDLA! 


